Varied patterns of DNA methylation change between different satellite regions in bovine preimplantation development.
Global reduction of DNA methylation, a part of genome reprogramming processes, occurs in a gradual manner until before implantation and is recognized as a conserved process in mammals. Here, we reported that in bovine, satellite regions exhibited varied patterns of methylation changes when one-cell egg advanced to the blastocyst; a maintenance methylation was observed in satellite I sequences, a decrease in alpha satellites, and an increase in satellite II regions. Cloned embryos exhibited similar changes for DNA methylation in the satellite I and alpha. We also observed that the satellite I and alpha sequences were methylated more in inner cell mass region of the blastocyst whereas the satellite II showed selective demethylation in this region. Together, these findings point that individual satellite sequences carry their own methylation patterns under the pressure of global demethylation, suggesting that local methylation control system acts on the satellite regions in early bovine embryos.